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Would we appreciate a key to open 
nature or prefer tracks running through 
it as history has rumored. The whisper 
of a freight train tearing through commuter 
hubs, the ore of awe waiting at the other end 
deposited on avenues, a diamond the size 
of Manhattan, sapphire strings of blue 
bicycles, rose quartz brick banks, 
 
emerald-encased vaults, the bodies wrapped, 
Egyptian peers gliding up the 5th Avenue Nile. 
Pigment on panel from the age of papyrus, 
torn wrapping paper, paper money, real money 
crushed in Mary’s folds rendering devotion 
to hang, saved, mobile. Real meaning is in the walls 
to keep them fresco at the proper scale and pitch: 
Benton’s messianic child, his Toledo, burlesques 
 
and piano bars. America Today is America, it’s me. 
Narcissus who would detach and embrace himself – 
there is only one – wrapping the Met’s speakeasy 
admitting the devoted Echo of empire. Chrome hews 
to acrylic swatches that smear the assembly line 
surrounding Norman Rockwell demurely and Roy 
Lichtenstein instantly. That peace-loving 
child. Bellows and Diego Riviera had a baby, 
 
proud parents resting on the Versailles panorama 
loaded like her uncle Balthus, King of Cats, 
tongue-tied Echo of color and form on turtle 
shells, the heads of sphinxes, couchant 
moderns like Benton painting for access 
and eggs, painting for paint. Words are like 
this, snails sledding pieces of world. Gather 
two or more and they ask for a mural, 
a novel of despair implied by mosaic 



 
lifted to tapestry applied by mosaic. Glass 
colored absinthe slaking those visible modalities 
ineluctably before Bloomsday. Parade Day 
through the powdered confetti slant of foreign 
nationalism beached on the global island capital, 
disorienting like the Maoist appearance of FDR. 
Friends with European parents and benefits and 
 
strange holidays, Atlantis shrugged. I can’t 
drink the greenback jade but I understand it. 
I understand the neutron star off-center 
the careering black hole republic, its spirographs 
of dripping spectrums detailing the particle physics 
of post-bellum centrifugal splat and scatter. Frida 
Kahlo drew maps of vessels connecting her traumatized 
body to consumerized organs churned out by 
 
the husband’s Fordist murals interchangeably. Tissues 
metabolize this calculation spontaneously. Frida isn’t 
located here or in the nebulae of Matisse’s chained 
revelers, only the Pleiades of discreet points, pixels, 
altar pieces, downward looking donors showering 
meteors up the sky over delayed summers, 
a Macy’s holiday scheming another, money 
aflame in tax write-offs, the bountiful heavens 
 
witnessed through telescopes millennia later. 
See? I’m not so low I can’t look interstellar 
and constellate the big boot, the footwear 
cobbled by Van Gogh, Warhol and Magritte 
in Fredric Jameson’s triptych. They are all 
“My Adidas” to the beat of iNew York led 
rationally by Taylor Swift. Cluelessly there 
are no clues in capitalism. Mad dashes, full stops. 
The colors of America Today make me translucent 
like the outreaching hand of Joan of Arc by Bastien- 
Lepage on my daily calendar at 9:29. “Intellect’s 
true concern is a negation of reification. It must 



 
perish when it is solidified into a” daily calendar. 
The page is the only possible architecture 
after the period of systemic agriculture? Fall 
into summer, the automatic moment, spontaneous 
knowledge, the Indian Gatherer, the Ward, 
the love song. Fall into August. The summer 
song of rap music baking in rap’s juices. Hip hop 
withholds the Dionysian pan flute from listeners 
 
who don’t understand themselves, who inhale 
rapidly and exhale culture, who blink history 
while winking historically. Newness can never 
be overvalued within the contemporary scene. 
New is the real of the present, the excess of tradition 
brought out by circumstance and intentions. Nobody 
intended rap and so wished it away with hip hop. 
Part of the destruction of the oneness 
 
of recorded music, broken down and preserved 
in camouflage boxes, sensuously scratched 
and lovingly looped, trafficked under the noses 
of insinuating Apple incinerators. Part 
of the contemporary period past, the ghost 
of contemporary art. Albert Oehlen painted 
figures on canvases the size of exhibitions 
 
and signed them. Lines came to his attention 
again when lines turned to boxes when lines 
collectively were lost to MacPaint. With 
Moore’s Law to come and capabilities to shade 
polygons chrome-Leger, Oehlen dropped 
color on Tuesdays and Thursdays altogether 
while painting Photoshop most other days. 
The black-line compositions are saddest 
  



and most mature, the pixel-declining curves 
liberated in certain regions by victorious 
tear smudges. Painting is my favorite 
illuminated manuscript next to shelves 
of books and records, performance art 
insuring the longevity of emerging artists. 
Painters dye hard, drip, incorporate glass 
and explode architecture. American painters 
 
are global policemen who say they hate air 
travel. The scene is just too dependent 
on transportation and dissemination, imports 
and exports, mimesis of Capital. Making 
is dead, makers killed it. The commodity is 
a critique of conceptualization. All causes 
are first contrived by critic-artists who take 
action by taking states in the style of Robert 
 
Burton. Action writing: I just received a sharp 
pain from my collar to my throat on the left side 
from breathing too much or not enough and lighting 
a third cigarette, the end. I interviewed non- 
smoking cigarette marketers and burned me. 
We live to smoke until we don’t. Understanding 
media will help me understand the text at 
a distance. This is my red cigarette book 
 
where I can load up a heroine dose of Shakespeare, 
Cleopatra and Rosalind, the making of Americans, 
gangs of New York. Or how I understand 
you through the movie of magic. Nothing is 
misplaced or lost on you, with you. Jackie 
Brown is my favorite film I have you recommending 
when I want to see Kill Bill, Vol. 1. I feel 
like watching it and my algorithm doesn’t 
include your inclusion in it. My instant 
calculation is death proof, curiosity murdering 
Schrodinger’s cat. This is the indisputable 
subjective fact of my love and your enjoyment, 



 
your enjoyment always to my benefit. 
Jackie Brown is my favorite film. Lupe Fiasco’s 
“Mural” in a text recommends I accelerate 
along the same track. I never had the same 
idea for a work of literature. My work always 
came out of an idea for literature consisting 
in murals. I am welcome! Mystery in 
panoramas of awkward faces whose united 
 
indifference proclaims their cosmopolitan 
belonging. I literally can’t wait to meet 
the next one to discover which operation 
employs her, a front I have in fact only 
read about or a dubious organization I never 
will. They are all making it up for me, 
indulging in the fictional monkey dance 
of official employment that dresses up 
 
the frilly transfer of funds. 
A mural states this awkwardness 
in approachable terms beyond the encyclopedia, 
the mega-novel, the dramatic series, the Internet 
archive, the full years of Readers’ Digest and 
Sports’ Illustrated I kept boxed up in my 
bedroom under the window, shoeboxes bursting 
with common duplicate baseball cards passed 
 
on to me by generous friends and relatives, 
scruffy cheeks and secure trousers hardly 
athletic but for position-playing bunting 
and team logos, backed by versed mini- 
occasions encoded and ruled, a thousand 
swings in each decimal, multiplied by tens 
of thousands of spectators and collectors. 
The latest was printed each day in the paper 
 
  



effacing the summer with a new history 
of second-by-second situations. A datum 
seeks only itself and shares its smallness 
with nearby specks, conversing in freshly 
hosed-down dirt awaiting the agitation 
of elbows and knees. This mural undoes 
the neutralizing fetish and negative summary. 
Nothing registers in America Today, least 
 
of all kitsch, Vasari, voluntary donations, 
meditation, sculpture, competition, uprising. 
Rest these feathers on dinosaurs, post 
bank deposits in person, save your change 
for when change matters. This free blank 
notebook was printed in China. I’m digging 
my way through the lost month of summer 
when SATs no longer matter and 
 
ACTs retroactively steal a piece of 
irrelevance, how I avoid fashion in this tale 
of two Hamptons. The jazzy gowns on 
torch singers perform descriptive contours 
in sequinsed silence, a bas relief enjoyed 
at a flat distance like beaded scapulae 
in surf stabilizing a boogie board. He 
watches from the ivory towel. So much sand 
 
raises so many hairs and questions and 
hands and four-hour erections seen by 
trolling message planes and ice cream 
vendors and strangers seared into radiance. 
The most profound figure of the blue period 
is the blind man playing his bread like 
a guitar, massaging the narcissism of small 
differences and lighting the match that 
would engulf the walls hanging his 
canvas. A mural is more committed, 
of a piece, the worst form of democracy 
accepting every other. Initiatives, lives, 



 
ideas, resentments, inclinations, desires, 
spirited claims and colors all rush in to be 
counted and processed and forgotten within 
the black box, the Australian boomerang 
disinhibitor teleport atomizer of stinking 
suggestions, pap, pablum, pomp, poop. 
Vision short-circuits from blue to green. 
Only simulacra, mirroring mirrors, modernisms. 
Why is 6th Avenue and its screaming children 
where I feel most connected to America 
Today, where a fountain fits so well among 
its congregants? Just over from the Ziegfeld 
Theatre a homeless man supports his East 
Side shelter politely hawking a paper called 
Our Town, a woman clenches her hands 
devotionally at head level before a cart of her 
 
only possessions and a man of about thirty 
straddles his lover of similar age and beard 
length. The thistle formation of spraying 
pipes resembles sparklers. Poetry is 
welcome here. I spent my last three bucks 
on a fruit punch Gatorade, two more cigs 
will get me down to Penn Station. But not 
before finishing a stanza. Murals have dead- 
 
lines because people are anxious to move 
back in and ding up the sharkskin figures 
prohibitively with metal chairs. A suit on 
7th gives his phone the same knowing look 
the cast of The Courier’s Tragedy is coached 
to produce whenever the subject of assassins 
arises. I cut diagonally across bike paths 
and soon almost parallel the avenue. 
 
  



Intellectual honesty is paramount. Nowhere 
in Harold Bloom’s configuration of Oedipal 
influences have I found the smoking starter 
pistol of ignorance, illegible edible culture 
awaiting gastro-intestinal confirmation, an 
open table for tomorrow’s guest list, literary 
estates seeking land, a single parking space 
for public transit, triste entropics, J R 
 
DFW Ursprung des deutschen Traverspiels 
C.P. Snow David McReynolds Annie Hall 
twice Paul Goodman Roseanne The Diviners 
L’Etre et l’evenement Heidegger Plato 
Christopher Nolan Robert Moses The RZA 
Mallarme Gen. O.O. Howard Sean Bell 
vying for Lot 49. It begins before the DJ 
played it at The New School sung by my dad’s 
 
Schola Nova chamber group in the Springfield 
Amherst binary. They Bast what they haven’t 
read of Pauline Kael conspiracies. To make 
room on my shelf this week I send her fat 
omnibus to the Better World incinerator 
following Adorno’s instructions to liquefy 
solid contradictions. The highest of the highest 
“sketches a restricted image of the world of ideas, 
 
which…is at all times definitive.” It never 
fits. My dick is an unmixed metaphor, 
the last of its kind. Psychology at ontology’s 
rickety summit, Woody Allen transfers detach- 
ment to his characters, sheltering paternal 
Marxism at the base Cyclone superstructure. 
Green-screen America Today behind every 
classroom at White Street School. I was 
a Clan MacGregor green handle junkie 
that turned to bad batches of Dunkin Donuts. 
Dark and chockfull o’Nuts. Confessions 
send converts to the city of the unnamed giver 



 
of felicity. Morning we do the best we can 
with what we are given: a U.S. Open at 
Billie Jean King. The sun could be baking 
a playground, broiling hands on carousels, 
melting ice cream, cooking criminals, frying 
eggs and fries anywhere, even inside air- 
conditioned glass-enclosed corporate suites. 
Dare I say the sun is corporate, a redundancy 
 
of generational imitation. Many people 
believe in the people who pay them, a 
shocking and completely quantifiable 
number. Why did I select a brown 
for my study that resembles the new 
shrouded walls muting the Met’s Euro 
paintings because I don’t own a Manet? 
I love coffee and it calms me. I believe 
 
we made the best decision hiring painters. 
Months of weekends of masking and covering 
and scraping, cleaning brushes – buying 
brushes – greeted us in the parking lot 
at dawn the first and only morning, six 
happy angels in white carrying the ladders 
and white blankets out of the white van. 
All those hours possessed me intravenously 
 
when I saw the walls drying that evening and 
smelled them. I believe in labor. As did 
the New York Intellectuals, innocence abroad, 
who found themselves and each other in baseball. 
The bleacher pedants grandstand behind 
Granderson at Citifield, innocence home- 
bound to the full count, the high heat at 
chin level in a mostly voided area of lethal 
 
  



heights and – now – renegotiable legalities 
that leave the basepath half-brushed 
and the runner returned to second. 1972 
was the year of the Amazin’s’ greatest one-game 
comeback from 0-8 and most of the Dolphins’ 
undefeated season. Nobody is perfect before 
1973. The surreal, the mascot’s tumescence, 
the intensely personal and instantaneous, 
 
is a practical, curved barrier situated 
in the section of Ripley’s assaults: a four- 
year-old drilled in the face with a line drive 
and another one slams his empty seat . He 
could be five and small for his distance. Chris 
Mullen and Jumbotron Abby Wambach implore 
those attending to chant from identical scripts 
and the crowd transcends in its asymmetrical 
 
conformity! The micro-historical shift 
from first inning to middle innings com- 
pounded St. John’s’ perennial dominance 
over fleeting FIFA cups on this site 
only, decent dissent from the silent majority. 
“There is no minor history,” roots Roland 
Barthes, a Christian Metz fan. Pope 
Francis will come to this cornfield more 
 
popular than Shea Stadium and Billy 
Joel has yet to play St. Peter’s, but “the 
comment drew no controversy when 
published in the United Kingdom.” It 
waited for the U.S. tour. Did Barthes cite 
Baudelaire – or Don DeLillo – as resource 
for rare precision, unbelievable Baudelaire 
for nothing, unbelievable we just crossed 
Great Jones Street on Sunday to see 
Irrational Man and read an uninterrupted 
Brooklyn Rail of pristine parataxical langue 
which Dwight Macdonald, preceding God- 



 
win’s law, teased Hemingway for evoking 
what the Nazis – still – call “blood-thinking” 
in collaboration – conspiracy – nostalgia 
essaying introduction to the Ron Rash mis- 
reader misfortunately timid, entitled “Blood 
Memory” programed, wireless tracks, 
Information theory, online print-on-demand 
Johnny Depp takeover Transcendence 
 
paginating a neuron-by-neuron take- 
over of intellectual girth, thinckness, 
too 60s and French? America Today, 
America Today greeting cards the cost 
and clinquant of gifts, pretentions calibrated 
to offend every taste except for empire 
enmeshed like rusty border fences to turn 
and twist and shout the culture of capital. 
 


